Incomparably chic, the Embrace upholstery program features an array of seating pieces offering you the unique ability to specify the exact arm style for your custom creation.

Start by creating an arrangement of your favorite pieces by selecting from stylish sofa, chaise, chair and bumper options. Each features an elegant plinth base finished in wirebrushed oak and can be customized with your choice of fabric or leather.

Then pick your favorite arm style — Stone Arm, Wood Shelf Arm, Wood Tray Arm or Full Cushion Arm. At its essence, Embrace celebrates self-expression and gives you the freedom to personalize the most important design feature of your custom sectional. Your signature seating is ready to be crafted, so embrace your inner fashionista and start designing.
EMBRACE
ARM OPTIONS

(side view shown)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stone Arm (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two Stone Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travertine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Shelf Arm (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Tray Arm (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Cushion Arm (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Embrace styles are available in Fabric (V) and Leather (L).

**Embrace Bench Seat Sofa (BS)**
- Overall: W 99.5 D 38 H 33.5
- Two 21” throw pillows (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

**Arm Options:**
- V70A-BS Stone Arm
- V70B-BS Wood Shelf Arm
- V70C-BS Wood Tray Arm
- V70D-BS Full Cushion Arm


**Embrace Left Arm Bench Seat Sofa (LAS) (LH)**
- Overall: W 89 D 38 H 33.5
- One 21” throw pillow (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

**Arm Options (LAS):**
- V70A-LAS Stone Arm
- V70B-LAS Wood Shelf Arm
- V70C-LAS Wood Tray Arm
- V70D-LAS Full Cushion Arm

Shown: V70D-LAS. Fabric: Kenworth Pearl.

**Embrace Right Arm Bench Seat Sofa (RA) (RH)**
- Overall: W 89 D 38 H 33.5
- One 21” throw pillow (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

**Arm Options (RA):**
- V70A-RA Stone Arm
- V70B-RA Wood Shelf Arm
- V70C-RA Wood Tray Arm
- V70D-RA Full Cushion Arm


**Embrace Left Arm Chaise (LCH) (LH)**
- Overall: W 89 D 76.5 H 33.5
- One 21” throw pillow (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

**Arm Options:**
- V70A-LCH Stone Arm
- V70B-LCH Wood Shelf Arm
- V70C-LCH Wood Tray Arm
- V70D-LCH Full Cushion Arm


**Embrace Right Arm Chaise (RCH) (RH)**
- Overall: W 89 D 76.5 H 33.5
- One 21” throw pillow (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

**Arm Options:**
- V70A-RCH Stone Arm
- V70B-RCH Wood Shelf Arm
- V70C-RCH Wood Tray Arm
- V70D-RCH Full Cushion Arm


**Embrace Armless Bench Seat Sofa V70-AS**
- Overall: W 78.5 D 38 H 33.5
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

Shown: V70-AS. Fabric: Kenworth Pearl.

**Embrace Armless Chair V70-AC**
- Overall: W 39.5 D 38 H 33.5
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

Shown: V70-AC. Fabric: Kenworth Pearl.

**Corner Chair V70-CC**
- Overall: W 38 D 38 H 33.5
- One 21” throw pillow (square corner plain stitch)
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

Shown: V70-CC. Fabric: Kenworth Pearl.

**Embrace Rectangular Table with Wood Top V70-RWT**
- Overall: W 19.5 D 38 H 11.75
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)


**Embrace Rectangular Table with Stone Top V70-RST**
- Overall: W 19.5 D 38 H 11.75
- Optional nail trim with charge (base)

Shown: V70-RST. Fabric: Kenworth Pearl. Travertine Top.